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Abstract. This paper presents a pattern search method for transformation func-
tion search in automatic image registration. In this search method, affine trans-
formation parameters are represented as a 5-parameter vector and the search pro-
ceeds toward the direction resulting in higher similarity values between the refer-
ence and sensed images. Experiments show that this method can successfully find
an optimal affine transformation function for edge images generated by comput-
ing the local standard deviation of the images. In addition, a series of overlapped
aerial images of the Mississippi Delta area are successfully registered into a large
reference image automatically by employing this search method.

1 Introduction

Image registration is a process of aligning two different images of the same object such
that corresponding points in the two images represent the same physical location. The
image to be registered is usually called the sensed image, while the image to which
the sensed image is registered is commonly called the reference image. In general,
image registration involves three steps including feature detection, feature matching and
transformation function construction, and image transformation. Feature detection is a
step to identify salient and distinctive objects. In the second step, feature matching and
transformation function construction, the correspondence between the features detected
in the sensed image and those detected in the reference image is established in terms of
similarity measurement. Based on the correspondence, transformation functions (also
called mapping functions) which are used to align the two images are constructed. In
the third step, by means of the transformation function, the sensed image is transformed
to register with the reference image.

The key work in image registration is to find the optimal transformation function
f such that most of the points of the sensed image can be accurately mapped to the
reference image by means of f [5]. However, reaching the optimal transformation func-
tion has never been a trivial task because of the large search space and possible image
distortions. The search space is characterized by the transformation model underly-
ing each registration process. Affine transformation is the most frequently used global
transformation model [3, 4, 13, 15, 16], since it is reliable, efficient and can correct some
global distortions. Global transformation methods are typically either a search for the
allowable transformation which maximizes the used metric, or a search for the optimal
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parameters of the transformation function [3]. Though most of the current research on
search strategies are related to concepts of multiresolution, wavelet, relaxation match-
ing, and Hausdorff distance [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 16], direct search related techniques are
still in active use because of their easy implementation and freedom from derivative
computation [9, 12].

Direct search methods started from the work of Hooke and Jeeves [7]. The idea can
be explained as the following. Starting from a base point p, repeatedly search for a new
point p′ from various directions until either a p′ is found such that p′ is a better point
than p and therefore p is replaced with p′, or no better p′ can be found. If no better p′
can be found, the search is finished. One key step in direct search methods is how to
select a new point. Based on the tactic of the new point selection, direct search methods
are usually categorized into

1. pattern search methods,
2. simplex search methods,
3. and methods with adaptive sets of search directions.

In this work, a pattern search method that works with the affine transformation model is
presented for image registration. It is demonstrated that with the classic similarity met-
ric, normalized cross-correlation (NCC), this method could successfully find optimal
affine transformation function parameters for edge-images generated by computing the
local standard deviation of the images.

2 The Search Method

To precisely address the proposed search method, it is necessary to explain the edge-
image used in the method first. The edge-image is generated by computing the local
standard deviation of the image.

2.1 Local Standard Deviation for Edge Detection

Normalized cross correlation is one of the most used similarity metrics in image reg-
istration. However, edge-based correlation, which is computed on the edges extracted
from the images rather than on the original images, is advantageous over the general
correlation method in that it is less sensitive to the intensity differences between the
reference and sensed images [1, 14, 16]. In the proposed search method, the NCC value
is computed between two edge-images.

While there are a large number of edge detection methods, the local standard devi-
ation (LSD) method in which edges are detected by computing the standard deviation
inside a local small window shows some important properties and advantages:

1. With proper window sizes, LSD can be used for successful line edge detection.
Sharp lines can be detected as line edges by LSD with small window sizes. Wider
lines require larger window sizes.

2. LSD widens the detected edges. The width of the detected edge is proportional
to the size of the local window used. This property plays an important role in the
proposed search method.
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2.2 The Search Method

An affine transformation is precisely a function of 6 parameters

x′ = a0 +a1x+a2y,

y′ = b0 +b1x+b2y. (1)

An affine transformation without shear can also be written as:
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Clearly, an affine transformation without shear can be fully determined by 5 parameters:
sx and sy which are the x and y scale factors, tx and ty which are the x and y translations,
and θ which is the rotation angle. These 5 parameters constitute a vector fully describ-
ing an affine transformation composed of rotation, translation and scaling. Each vector
element determines the amount of transformation of a specific type. Thus, the search for
an optimal affine transformation becomes the task of the search for an optimal vector
function, and the key is the search direction. The search method can be detailed as the
following:

1. Start with the affine transformation defined by the vector A =< A0,A1,A2,A3,A4 >.
The values of A must be somewhat close to optimal and might be determined by tie
points selected from each image or by other methods.

2. Start with a small step size.
3. For each element of A, determine whether increasing or decreasing that element by

the step size improves the transformation. The reference image is transformed to
match the sensed image and the NCC between the warped reference image and the
sensed image is computed. Improvement is defined to be an increase in the NCC
value. Record the amount of NCC improvement for this element and its direction.

4. Based on the amount of improvement and the direction for each vector element
of A, construct a 5-dimensional vector a =< a0,a1,a2,a3,a4 > that determines the
search direction. The value of each element in a is proportional to the amount of
NCC value improvement incurred by its corresponding element in A. The sum of
the absolute values of the elements in a equals 1. However, if there is no element in
A whose variation results in any improvement, step is divided by two and the pro-
cess repeats from step 3 until either at least one element incurs some improvement
or the step is smaller than a predefined limit. In case that step is smaller than this
predefined limit, the search is finished.

5. The search starts toward the direction determined by the vector a. The vector A is
recomputed, i.e. A = A+ step×a. If the newly computed A generates a better NCC
value, it is kept and the old vector is discarded.

6. Repeat step 5 until it fails to generate a higher NCC value. Then step is divided by
two. If step is smaller than a predefined limit, the search toward this vector direction
is over and the search restarts from step 2. Otherwise, the search repeats from step
5 with the decreased step.

In brief, for the current optimal direction, the search continues until there is no gain
in this direction. At this point, a new direction is computed and expressed in the vector
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a. The search stops when there is no direction resulting in a larger NCC value. The
computation of the vector direction can be done in other ways. The way presented here
is a very simple method, in which each vector element is weighted equally.

The proposed search method is basically the pattern search method described by
Hooke and Jeeves with some variations [7]. A critical factor in pattern search methods
is the step value. Large step sizes may result in quickly finding the optimal solution,
but may seriously degenerate the search result [9]. It turns out that for different image
registration cases, the optimal step size should be different. As a general rule, the step
size is small. However, a small step size is more likely to run into a local maximum
when the starting point is relatively far from the optimal solution.

To successfully minimize the local maximum problem, the LSD edge detection tech-
nique is employed to generate line edges of different widths in the method. In the begin-
ning when the search is relatively far from the optimal parameters, the LSD technique is
applied with larger window sizes to generate wider edges. Images with wide line edges
have less content details, thus the search is focused on major features of the image,
i.e. the search is on a coarse level. As the solution approaches the optimum, the LSD
processing is performed with smaller window sizes to generate sharp edges, i.e. more
image details are taken into consideration. Using a large initial window size for LSD
processing has another valuer, which can be explained in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, (a) and (b)

a b c

d e f

Fig. 1. The significance of the width of line edges in image registration

are the reference and sensed images each with only one line. If the width of the detected
line edges are small at the initial search step as shown by (c), the NCC metric between
the warped reference image and the sensed image generates no significant result (0, in
this case) to guide any proper search direction. However, if the width of the two line
edges are large enough as shown in (d), then there is a meaningful NCC value that
could be used to guide the next step search. As the search is closer to the optimal pa-
rameters as shown by (e) and ( f ), the width of the two line edges are cut down for finer
alignment. It is important to observe the limit on the window sizes for LSD process-
ing. Large window sizes can significantly diminish prominent features. They can make
close edges indistinguishable. Thus, a proper starting LSD window size should be large
enough to account for the distance between the initial warped reference image and the
sensed image, but still leave separate edges distinguishable.
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2.3 Refinement

Shear is an important component of affine transformation and can be used to correct
some global distortions. An affine transformation without shear is not complete. Thus,
shear is applied after the search is finished to refine the search transformation function
parameters. As there exist both x and y shears, we take the shear as a vector of 2 elements
and repeat the above process again specifically for the shear components.

The iterative refinement procedure is based on the fact that different search start-
ing points usually lead to slightly different optimal solutions. In the iterative refinement
procedure, after the first iteration of the search and shear refinement, the searched trans-
formation parameters are slightly modified and another iteration of the search and shear
refinement is carried out. However, in this iteration, the LSD is always processed with
a small window size.

3 Experimental Results

In order to test the method and demonstrate its feasibility, the proposed search method
was implemented and aerial images of the Mississippi Delta area were used as test
images. The reference and sensed images were taken seven years apart and have sig-
nificant differences. First, we artifically generated a number of rotated, translated, and
scaled images from the original aerial images to perform some experiments to deter-
mine the impact of the initial LSD window size on the registration quality. The results
showed that when the step sizes are small, proper LSD window sizes could significantly
improve the registration quality. Therefore, in all the experiments presented below, the
initial and final window sizes for LSD processing are 21 × 21 and 5× 5, the initial
step values applied to rotation, x-translation, y-translation, x-scaling, and y-scaling are
0.2, 1.0, 1.0, 0.01, and 0.01 respectively. The similarity metric NCC was computed be-
tween the warped reference image and the sensed image with both images being LSD
processed and smoothed. In addition, shear refinement is applied after the search was
finished to improve the transformation.

Figures 2 and 3 show the registration results of two sets of aerial images of the Mis-
sissippi Delta area. Both figures are rotated 90◦ counterclockwise. In Fig. 2 from left
to right, the first image is the reference image, the middle image is a combination of
the reference image and the unregistered sensed image in such a way that the unreg-
istered image lies in the middle surrounded by the reference image. The right image
is also a combination of the reference and the registered sensed images arranged as the
middle image. The purpose of such two combined images is to demonstrate the registra-
tion quality visually. Clearly, the proposed search method can render good registration
quality for aerial images of the Mississippi Delta area.

We performed another set of experiments in which a series of the individual aerial
sensed images were registered to a large map automatically based on the proposed
search method. The Mississippi Delta area is primarily an agricultural area with many
fields and ponds. To successfully monitor the variation of the ground cover in the Delta
area, aerial images are taken periodically and these aerial images are registered to con-
struct an integrated overview image of the area. These aerial images were taken in order.
They have similar sizes, and are overlapped sequentially. We designed an algorithm
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Fig. 2. Registration of a sample aerial image

Fig. 3. Automatic registration of 12 aerial images of the Mississippi Delta area

in which the first sensed image was manually aligned with the large reference image
roughly well, then the proposed search method was applied to register it. After the first
image was registered, based on the overlapping properties between the sensed images,
the search starting point of the second sensed image could be obtained automatically,
and the proposed registration procedure was applied to register the second image. This
process was repeated for 12 partially overlapped aerial images. In addition, 3 levels of
iterative refinement were applied to the registration process of the 12 aerial images, and
the result is shown in Fig. 3. This result shows that the proposed search method can find
an optimal transformation function for the registration of each individual aerial image
in the automatic registration procedure.

4 Conclusion

The proposed search method is a pattern search method in which the affine transfor-
mation parameters are represented as a 5-parameter vector. Applied to edge images
generated by LSD, the proposed search method is demonstrated to be able to find op-
timal parameters for affine transformation. We plan to extend the search method to
higher-order polynomial transformation models in the future.
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